We consider an extension to discrete-space continuous-time models animal 
Introduction

20
Studying the movement of animals has become ubiquitous in the ecological habitat variables (usually a spatial grid or raster) and the often random times 26 when location is observed. As the habitat variables are the lowest spatial 27 resolution of the two types, thus, it makes sense to bring the telemetry data 28 to the level of the habitat data, so-to-speak. We propose a generalization of 29 government officials during study of the Bering Sea northern fur seal popula-mains in a cell. Following CTSMC development, in Section 3, we show that with only slight modification, the imputation and GLM approach of Hanks
General likelihood formulation
122
The heart of the CTSMC model is the emigration rate function 
124 where P t is the path of the animal up to time t, i.e., P t = {τ t , G t }, where 125 τ t = {τ k : τ k < t} and G t = {G k : τ k < t}. Herein, we use the notation 126 '
[A|B]' to represent the probability density (distribution) function of A given 127 B. Therefore, [G(t + h) = j|P t ] is the probability that G(t + h) = j given 128 the path up to time t. The total rate of emigration from cell i at time t is 129 the accumulation of the emigration rate λ ij (t|P t ) over N i ,
130
Λ i (t|P t ) =
131
Using the total rate of emigration from a cell i at time t, we can obtain the the density function of next movement time is,
138
There is one complication that needs to be addressed at the end of the 
146 . For the remainder of the model development we will notationally set τ K+1 = T , the end of the observation window for the 148 telemetry deployment.
149
Now, if one conditions on the fact that the next move will be at time τ k ,
150
then the cell to which the move is made, is a categorical variable over N i ,
152 (Norris, 1998 ). If we now assume that the emigration hazard function,
153
λ ij (t|P t ), is also a function of a parameter vector, say θ then, given an 154 observed path P, the likelihood is,
There are a couple of notes here, for G(t) = i and j ∈ N i , the proportional rates (hazards) model with a 168 time-varying covariate is given by was also included in the quadrature set to model seal movement. Then, the 224 approximation assumes λ(t|P t ) = λ(q l |P q l ) for t ∈ (q l−1 , q l ]. To ease the 225 notational burden, we also set,
and
227
Now the integral is approximated with the summation,
as arbitrarily close as desired, where δ l = q l − q l−1 . After placing the 230 approximation (9) into (5), one obtains the approximate likelihood function,
232
whereλ lj = δ l λ lj and Z lj = 1 if q l ∈ τ and G l = j for some k = 1, . . . , K, fit the CTSMC movement model. On the log scale, the Poisson rate used for the Z lj data is
247
where log δ l takes the form of a known offset and λ 0 (q l−1 − τ * l ) is the baseline 248 cell transition rate that depends on τ * l , the time of the last transition prior 249 to q l . Note, that we have now allowed the coefficients to vary with time now.
250
Assuming λ 0 is constant (we will discuss this momentarily), the parameters 251 are all linear on the log scale, so any GLM fitting software can be used.
252
One may also estimate time-varying coefficients using a 'varying coefficients' 253 model as illustrated in the present analysis of northern fur seal migration in
254
Section 4.
255
We now examine the baseline rate function, λ 0 . To begin, if one models
then the proportional rate model is 257 still in a log-linear form, so standard GLM software can be used. This log- 
285
The process imputation approach proceeds by considering the true quasi-286 continuous (in space and time) path of the animal, µ(t). If µ(t) were observed 287 for all t (µ from here on) then we could summarize it into the data we desire, terior distribution for the movement parameters, θ, the posterior distribution 292 must be marginalized over the missing µ process, that is,
294
In practice, a two step procedure is used to describe [θ|y] by first drawing 
337 where, 
355
Placing all the pieces back together we obtain an approximation for the 356 posterior model probability that we can use for model selection
The Laplace approximation allows us to have a coherent approach to aver-
359
aging an information criterion within the imputation framework. In addition, to wind and current, we defined three additional "kinematic" • residence t = t − τ * t
437
• previous ijt = w t w ij ,
438
• north ij = (0, 1) w ij ,
439
• east ij = (1, 0) w ij ,
440
where τ * t is the time of the previous transition (to the current cell), w t is 441 the unit vector of the last transition prior to t. north and east were in- 
448
In addition to the cell transition times and covariate changing times,
449
locations on each imputed path, µ r , were generated at 15 minute intervals 450 to approximate the likelihood integral. Thus, for each quadrature time on 451 each imputed path, q l , a six row data set (j = 1 . . . , 6) was created with
previous ij,q l , north ij , east ij , sst i,q l , wind ij,q l , and curr ij,q l . The data set 
471
The previous and residence terms were modeled as constant due to the 
477
where 
490
The posterior model probability (PMP) approximation to select between 491 the 8 models composed of all subsets of the environmental variables (Table   492 1). For each model and imputation, we used the prior distribution
494
where X rp is the design matrix for model (r, p) and ξ rp is a scalar. A flat 495 prior distribution was used for ξ rp in each model. 
Results
497
There was strong evidence for an influence of surface winds on movement with 498 the posterior probability of the wind only model close or equal to 1 for 10 of 499 15 animals (Table 2 ). Of those animals in which the wind only model was not 500
the maximum a posteri model, the model with wind and geostrophic current 501 effects was the maximum PMP model for 3 of the remaining 5. Finally, the 502 remaining 2 animals were basically split between models 2 and 5.
503
We will now take a look at the temporally varying effects of animal '355'.
504
Here we will examine the effects for model 8 even though model 2 was the 505 highest PMP model for this animal. However, it is instructive to see the 
529
To fully account for path uncertainty in the analysis, we used a very sim- the case for any particular data set, Kass and Raftery (1995) note that sample 554 sizes < 5d p are worrisome, while those > 20d p should be sufficiently accurate.
555
The question for these models is, "what is the sample size?" Volinsky et al.
556
(1997) notes that the appropriate quantity for proportional hazard models 557 is the number of observed events in the data. In the CTSMC models this 558 would be the number of observed cell transitions n r = l Z lj for each P r .
559
In 
588
Criteria for bayesian model choice with application to variable selection.
589
The Annals of statistics, 40(3):1550-1577. Estimates and credible intervals were calculated using the process imputation methodology presented in Section 3.3 using a normal approximation to the posterior for each imputation.
